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ABSTRACT
Internet-of-things (IoT) devices are becoming widely adopted, but
they increasingly suffer from limited power, as power cords cannot
reach the billions and batteries do not last forever. Existing systems address the issue with ultra-low-power designs and energy
scavenging, which inevitably limit functionality. To unlock the full
potential of ubiquitous computing and connectivity, our solution
uses capacitive power transfer (CPT) to provide battery-like wireless power delivery, henceforth referred to as “Capttery”. Capttery
presents the first room-level (~5 m) CPT system, which delivers
continuous milliwatt-level wireless power to multiple IoT devices
concurrently. Unlike conventional one-to-one CPT systems that
target kilowatt power in a controlled and potentially hazardous
setup, Capttery is designed to be human-safe and invariant in a
practical and dynamic environment. Our evaluation shows that
Capttery can power end-to-end IoT applications across a typical
room, where new receivers can be easily added in a plug-and-play
manner.
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INTRODUCTION

The vision for IoT is to enable us to measure and control our surroundings, in a ubiquitous, reliable, coordinated, and intelligent manner. To achieve such a vision, these devices require processing
power backed by uninterrupted wireless connectivity and untethered energy sources. The limited growth of battery capacity [56] has
thus fueled long and ongoing quests for ultra-low-power processing
and connectivity.
The improvement in energy efficiency eventually diminishes,
and the stringent energy budget inevitably limits functionality,
reliability, and interoperability. For example, to achieve µW-level
∗ Co-primary authors.
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Figure 1: Overview of Capttery. Capttery uses insulated
metal plates to create a constant-magnitude electric field,
and couples capacitively to deliver milliwatts of power
across the room. The E-field can power communication and
computation for tens of IoT devices concurrently.
connectivity, one has to use modified backscatter MAC/PHY protocol [15, 29, 53], must stay within meters of a feeding access point
(AP) [15, 29, 53], and cannot process the data with sophisticated
algorithms. In contrast, standard Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices do
not have such limitations, but they require mW-level power1 . If
we can achieve milliwatt-level continuous wireless power transfer
(WPT) in dynamic and human-safe environments, with room-level
coverage, and allow the addition of multiple devices seamlessly with
no reduction in power transfer per device, then the usability of IoT
devices would be significantly improved.
Unfortunately, current WPT systems fail to satisfy these requirements. Inductive power transfer (IPT) uses magnetic fields to convey
watts of power. But due to the closed nature of the field, the distance is limited to below one meter even for the cutting-edge [48].
It also struggles to support multiple devices in a scalable manner [30]. A recent advance over IPT, the quasi-static cavity resonance (QSCR) [16–18, 47], extends the range to a few meters, but
requires the whole space to be enclosed by metal. RF-based power
transfer achieves longer range, at a few meters [4], but with an
omnidirectional antenna power quickly diminishes with distance,
to less than a µW at a meter. A natural question arises: can we
provide milliwatts of continuous wireless power, for room-level
coverage, to 10s of centimeter-sized IoT devices in a simple and
scalable manner?
In this paper, we show that capacitive power transfer (CPT) can
meet the above requirements. The key insight is that CPT uses
electric fields to deliver power wirelessly, which, unlike closed magnetic fields, are open by nature. This allows the field to be stretched
across the room for an extended range of power transfer, while
maintaining constant magnitude without extensive infrastructure.
However, previous CPT systems did not leverage the open nature,
and only work at very short distances (< 10 cm) for applications
such as electric vehicle (EV) [21] charging. Our work, Capttery
(Fig. 1), presents a new architecture and design to make CPT work
at distances of multiple meters and ensure continuous mW-level power
1 Peak power consumption can be high, but a duty-cycled Wi-Fi radio can operate within milliwatt
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to multiple devices. Furthermore, Capttery is the first human-safe
CPT system that works in uncontrolled environments.
To maintain a human-safe constant-magnitude electric field over
long distances and deliver power to centimeter-sized IoT devices,
Capttery needs to overcome multiple challenges: (i.) The long distance and small receiver size make the coupling between the transmitter and the receiver extremely weak, making it challenging to
deliver continuous milliwatt-level power. (ii.) Previous CPT systems produce unsafe levels of electric fields, and the operation
stops when foreign objects are detected [58]. However, this mode
of operation does not work for IoT devices, as humans need to live
within the room coverage. Therefore, Capttery needs to ensure the
electric field is controlled and human-safe. (iii.) In conventional
CPT systems, change in the receiver would disturb the operation of
the transmitter, which precludes adding new and mobile receivers
in a plug-and-play way.
To overcome these challenges, Capttery presents design and
optimization of the matching networks on both the transmitter
and receivers, while being the first to consider the safety limit on
electric fields. Furthermore, we design the transmitter such that it is
insensitive to receiver characteristics and environmental dynamics.
Together, this allows our system to deliver over 20 mW at more
than 1 m distance, and provide mW-level power to 10s of receivers
simultaneously, while increasing the number of receivers does not
significantly decrease power transfer or require any adjustment.
Furthermore, with only two plates of size 60 cm × 90 cm it can
deliver at least 1 mW of power with 4.4 m range and at least 1.2 m
lateral coverage. Our contribution is summarized as follows:
• Capttery is the first long-range and safe CPT system for
IoT devices. Also, we give closed-form formulas and clear
guidelines for designing and implementing such systems.
• Capttery explores CPT for multiple receivers by designing
an invariant transmitter and modeling/simulating its performance through controlled experiments.
• We design measurement methods and equipment specifically
for long-range CPT to avoid falsely high power readings.
• We design, implement, and evaluate Capttery extensively in
realistic settings, including two showcase applications.
We deploy Capttery in realistic environments, with panels of
size 60 cm × 90 cm covered by kitchen foil as TX plates and 10
receivers. Our evaluation shows:
• Capttery can deliver continuous power of 20 mW at 1 m
and 1 mW at 4.4 m in a human-safe environment, which is
a first for CPT systems and 3 orders of magnitude greater
than RF-based systems, while the RX plates can be as small
as 5 cm × 6 cm.
• Presence of large metal objects does not hinder Capttery’s
operation, and the coverage extends beyond the physical
size of the TX plates.
• We deploy 10 receivers in centimeter/decimeter scale and
observe that each of them receives continuous power transfer of at least 1 mW at 1.9 m, which totals to 26.5 mW of
continuous power.
• Finally, we bundle the CPT receiver with showcase applications that harvest power continuously at 1.9 m distance
and store it in a capacitor. This allows us to power a UWB
localization tag, which performs both wireless transmission
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Figure 2: General structure of CPT systems.
and computations to achieve decimeter-level localization at
a 10 Hz rate, and a low-power BLE sensing tag that requires
continuous 2 mW power to operate.
Finally, we note the major limitation of Capttery: its end-toend efficiency is 0.74% at 1.9 m. This efficiency, however, is over
1000× better than RF power transfer, but nearly 100× worse than
IPT/QSCR (Sec. 9). Infrastructure required for RF power transfer
is typically readily available, while QCSR requires a metal cage.
In contrast, Capttery forms a middle ground, requiring just a set
of metal plates while providing sufficient power for IoT devices.
We believe future optimizations in circuits and architecture will
significantly improve the efficiency figure. Capttery opens up a new
avenue for future research where a simple deployment of metal
plates in the walls could enable the vision of wirelessly-powered
IoT devices.

2

BACKGROUND: CONVENTIONAL CPT

The traditional design of capacitive power transfer (CPT) system
was for applications such as electric vehicle charging [21, 37], where
no object is allowed in the narrow gap between the TX and the
RX. The overall concept of capacitive power transfer (CPT) systems is shown in Fig. 2, where 2 TX plates deliver AC power to 2
receiver plates, through the loop formed by capacitances between
the plates. Since the coupling capacitances are usually in the pF or
sub-pF range, a large voltage VT X across the TX plates can only
deliver a small current, and thus small power to the RX. To effectively push power through such a high impedance, CPT systems
employ matching (i.e., compensation) networks on both transmitters and receivers. The goal of traditional CPT systems is thus to
design efficient matching networks that increase VT X as much as
possible [21, 58], even exceeding safe electric field strength levels.
Traditional CPT designs arrange the plates as shown in Fig. 3(a),
where all the TX plates are in the same plane. Such configurations
can minimize the gap between TX and RX plates, thus maximizing
the coupling capacitances.
However, besides the 2 capacitors that deliver the power, the 4
plates form 4 parasitic capacitors as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
plates are numbered such that C 24 > C 14 and C 13 > C 23 , i.e., C 24
and C 13 are the dominant capacitances for given plate placement,
thus the abstract model in Fig. 4 works for all plate placements
(Fig. 3). To ease analysis, [58] derived a 3-capacitor equivalent
model, which aggregates the 6 capacitors into self-capacitances C 1 ,
C 2 , and mutual capacitance C M :
C 1 = C 12 + (C 13 + C 14 )(C 23 + C 24 )/C S − C M
C 2 = C 34 + (C 13 + C 23 )(C 14 + C 24 )/C S − C M
(1)
C M = (C 24C 13 − C 14C 23 )/C S
where C S = C 13 + C 14 + C 23 + C 24 . From the 3-capacitor model
shown in Fig. 4 we can see that C M contributes to power transfer by
allowing current to flow through the air gap. Further, the equations
show that C M is a function of all 6 capacitances, and increasing
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Figure 3: Architecture & ANSYS electric field simulation for
(a) conventional CPT, and (b) Capttery.
C 14 and C 23 decreases C M , negatively impacting power transfer.
Meanwhile, the self-capacitances C 1 and C 2 depends on both the
TX and RX plates, which makes VT X sensitive to the environment as
we will show in Sec. 4.
Essentially, a CPT system transfers power through the electric
field, as opposed to an inductive power transfer (IPT) system, which
conveys energy through the magnetic field. The main advantage
of CPT over IPT is that it will not introduce eddy current in metal
objects, which makes it potentially more suitable for uncontrolled
environments. However, for safety reasons, both FCC and IEEE
maintain upper limits of electric field strength for different AC
frequencies [24, 27]. For example, at 1 MHz, the maximum permissible exposure for the general public is 614 Vrms /m (868 Vpeak /m),
whereas higher frequencies generally result in much more stringent
upper limits [27]. The breakdown strength of air is much higher at
3 MV/m [45] and is usually not of concern.

CAPTTERY’S ARCHITECTURE

To achieve long-range power delivery, Capttery abandons the traditional CPT architecture. Capttery’s new architecture provides
power transfer that decreases more slowly as the range increases,
by at least an order when compared to the traditional architecture.
To see why we need to depart from conventional CPT architectures shown in Fig. 3(a), we first observe that the co-located TX
plates result in the closed electrical field, much like an RF antenna
whose emission decreases rapidly as range increases. This fundamentally limits the range of CPT system, and they subsequently
can only power receivers millimeters or centimeters away. A survey [20] even concluded that CPT only works at range shorter than
IPT!
The failure of the concentrated TX model naturally leads us to
a distributed approach, where the 2 TX plates are placed at the 2
opposite ends of the coverage area, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this case,
the electrical field opens up and remains constant between plates,
where the RX roams between the TX plates and gets relatively
uniform power transfer regardless of distance to any of the TX
plates. However, since the TX plates are separated by meters, they
have to be driven separately and synchronized to be 180◦ out of
phase for maximum field strength. Alternatively, we can simply
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Figure 4: Capacitors in CPT and Figure 5: C M trend vs. disthe 3-capacitor model.
tance, higher is better.
drive one side and leave the other grounded. For the rest of the
paper, we refer to the driven plate as the active plate.
In order to determine how such configurations would scale, we
quantitatively analyze the trend for C M as range increases. Denote
the distance between plate a and b as dab (a, b ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} for
plates {P1, P2, P3, P4}), and their area as Aa and Ab , we have the
capacitance of the parallel-plate capacitor as Cab ∝ Aa Ab /dab . For
both conventional or Capttery’s cases, we have:
A2A4 A1A3 A1A4 A2A3 d 14d 23 − d 24d 13
CM ∝
−
=
(2)
d 24 d 13
d 14 d 23
d 24d 13d 14d 23
For a perfectly-aligned conventional CPT system, d 13 = d 24 , while
d 34 = d 12 ≪ d 13 = d 24 < d 14 = d 23 . Thus:
d2 − d2
d2
C M ∝ 142 2 13 < 34
(3)
4
d 14d 13
d 13
On the other hand, for Capttery’s case, we have d 14 = d 13 + d 34 ,
d 23 = d 24 +d 34 , and the range d 12 = d 13 +d 24 +d 34 . Further, consider
that d 24 +d 13 +d 14 +d 23 = 2d 12 and hence d 24d 13d 14d 23 < (d 12 /2)4 ,
Eq. (2) thus turns into:
d 34d 12
d 34
CM ∝
(4)
> 16 3
d 24d 13d 14d 23
d 12
We then plot the trend of C M for Capttery and conventional CPT
in Fig. 5, with d 34 = 10 cm. It is clear that when range increases,
Capttery’s C M reduces significantly more slowly than the one for
conventional CPT. Recalling that larger C M leads to higher power
transfer, we conclude that Capttery’s new architecture is much more
suitable for long-range power delivery. Additionally, we observe that
the conventional architecture is more suitable for larger RX as C M
grows quadratically with d 34 . In contrast, Capttery works well with
small d 34 and is suitable for IoT devices.
We also observe that the new architecture makes Capttery more
robust. In the conventional case, C M and power transfer reach a
maximum only when the plates are properly aligned. Unfortunately,
IoT devices tend to have much smaller form-factors than the TX,
and are usually deployed at arbitrary locations or are mobile, which
precludes such alignment. However, in our new distributed architecture, C M and power transfer are much less sensitive to alignment.
As a result, the new architecture makes Capttery more suitable for
compact and mobile IoT receivers.

4

DESIGNING A CAPTTERY TRANSMITTER

After the field distribution is optimized for long range, sufficient
voltage difference is needed between the plates to reach the desired
field strength. We now discuss how Capttery’s transmitter generates
such a voltage.
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Figure 6: Architecture of the TX matching network.
The design goals for Capttery TX are: (i) extending power
delivery range; (ii) maximizing power transfer; (iii) maintaining safety; (iv) supporting multiple RX in a scalable way.
The first two essentially call for higher TX voltage VT X , the 3rd
goal translates to full control over VT X , and the 4th requires the
TX to be invariant of TX-RX coupling. The latter two requirements are unique to Capttery as previous CPT systems are designed
for controlled environments and do not take safety, RX mobility,
or multiple RX into consideration. We now analyze how we can
achieve these unique goals through TX matching network design.
To generate high VT X , we feed an LC voltage gain stage as shown
in Fig. 6(a) with AC voltage VS at its resonant frequency. At this
point, the reactance of LG and CG cancels out, allowing a large current to flow through, which subsequently generates a high voltage
on CG due to its reactance. For the same current, lower CG yields
higher VT X as the impedance Z (CG ) = 1/(jωCG ), where ω = 2π f
and f is the frequency.
However, unlike previous CPT TX, Capttery needs to limit VT X
to a certain safe level. We first observe that in ideal conditions,
VT X → ∞ if any non-zero VS at the resonant frequency is applied to the gain stage. This is because at resonance, there is no
impedance limiting the current. However, in real LG and CG , there
will inevitably be non-zero internal resistance. Assume the total
resistance is RG . Then the current flowing through the gain stage
would be IG , which further gives:
VS
(5)
|VT X | = |IG Z (CG )| =
2π f RG CG
Eq. (5) shows that by manipulating VS and CG , we can limit
VT X to the desired level.
Meanwhile, to make the TX invariant of TX-RX coupling, we
first observe that C 1 is in parallel with CG from TX’s perspective.
This means changes in the TX-RX coupling will detune the TX and
cause the voltage to drop unpredictably. Fortunately, since C 1 is
usually less than 1 pF in a long-range CPT system, we can make CG
a few tens of pF, so that the contribution of C 1 becomes negligible.
This way, the gain stage is always in resonance regardless of C 1 .
The preceding idealized analysis needs a few improvements in
practice. For one, a trade-off exists between LG and CG values.
When operating at resonance, LG CG = 1/ω 2 . If we choose higher
CG values, LG becomes smaller, both of which reduce the internal
resistances by half for a given Q value2 . Thus, doubling CG would
approximately halve RG . However, when CG doubles, IG also doubles for the same VT X . The power lost on RG hence doubles as the
power PG = IG2 RG . As a result, smaller CG achieves higher VT X
2 We use apparent Q , which is the ratio between reactance and resistance. Higher Q leads to higher

requirements for inductors and capacitors, and higher frequency sensitivity for resonance.

with less power. We thus choose the smallest CG that can maintain
resonance across different C M in practice.
Further, VS will be supplied by a high-efficiency inverter (Sec. 7.1)
in the form of square waves. Unfortunately, harmonics in such
square waves will waste energy on RG without contributing to
VT X , as the gain stage only resonates at a single frequency. Like
previous works [58], we add a 2nd-order 3 dB Chebyshev lowpass filter stage shown in Fig. 6(b). Cut-off frequencies and input
impedance set the L F and C F values. The input impedance is in
turn determined by PG and VS . Finally, the output impedance of the
filter stage is much higher than the input of the gain stage. We thus
add an impedance transforming stage with LT and CT in Fig. 6(c).
Together, these stages consolidate into an LCLC network with
the following parameters:
LT 1 = L F CT 1 = C F + CT LT 2 = LT + LG CT 2 = CG (6)
where L F , C F in the filter and LT , CT in the impedance transforming
stage are computed with existing tools [1, 8].

5

CAPTTERY RECEIVER DESIGN

The goal of Capttery RX is similar to the TX except that it has no
safety concerns. To increase range and maximize power transfer,
we need to bring the power extraction to its optimum. However,
Capttery faces the additional challenge of supporting multiple RX,
which requires the power extraction to be invariant to outside
coupling. We will first show how to maximize power extraction,
and then discuss the invariance in a multiple-RX scenario.

5.1

Maximizing Power Reception

In order to understand how to extract power from the electric field
optimally, first recall that a CPT system (Fig. 2) uses a matching
network to transform the high over-the-air impedance back to lower
impedance that can be used by the load. This network is usually a CL
stage as shown in Fig. 7. We treat VT X as a fixed voltage source, as
the design in Sec. 4 made it invariant against TX-RX coupling. Such
a source is then connected to the RX matching network through
the high impedance of C M . Denote the capacitance in the matching
network as C RX (which includes RX plates’ self-capacitance C 2 as in
Fig. 4), and the inductor as L RX . Finally, the power is delivered into
a load R L . In practice, we need to consider the internal resistance
of the inductors and capacitors, hereby denoted as R RC and R RL .
To derive the condition of the requirement for optimal power
extraction, we look through the network from R L ’s perspective and
try to match the complex impedance:


1
1
∥ R RC +
+ (R RL + jωL RX ) = R L
(7)
jωC M
jωC RX
Note that Capttery needs to satisfy both the real and imaginary
parts of this equation for optimal power delivery. Let ∆R = R RL −R L ,
we have
ω 2 (R RC ∆RC RX C M + L RX C RX ) = 1 (real)
(8)
2
ω R RC L RX C RX C M = ∆RC RX + R RC C RX (imaginary)
To simplify the equations and derive the optimal design, we
observe in practice, 10−10 F < C RX < 10−12 F, L RX > 10−4 H,
C M < 10−12 F, R RC < 102 Ω, and |∆R| < R L ≈ 103 Ω. This means
|R RX ∆RC RX C M | ≪ L RX C RX , which makes the former negligible.
As a result, the real part reduces to ω 2 L RX C RX ≈ 1, indicating that
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RX matching network should operate at resonance, much like the TX
voltage gain stage. By applying such a condition to the imaginary
part, we get ∆RC RX + R RC C RX ≈ R RC C M . One solution to satisfy
this is to make ∆R = 0 (i.e. R L = R RL ) and C RX = C M . However,
in reality, C RX must be greater than the plate’s self-capacitance
C 2 , and we find C 2 ≫ C M , and the optimal load becomes R L ≈
R RC (C RX − C M )/C RX + R RL ≈ R RC + R RL , i.e., the optimal load
equals the total internal resistance of the LC loop.
Eventually, for IoT devices, Capttery needs to convert the highfrequency AC power into DC with a rectifier, whose efficiency
will also impact power extraction. There are two options for the
rectifier: full-wave and half-wave, as shown in Fig. 8. For the fullwave rectifier, two diodes conduct in series during either half of
the cycle, whereas in the half-wave case each diode conducts for
a half cycle. As diodes need non-zero forward voltage VF to turn
on, they will consume power. However, the relationship between
VF and current is non-linear, which makes close-formed analysis
difficult. The energy storage in the RX matching network further
complicates the issue. We hence use simulation and experiments
to determine which option is better. From our results, half-wave
rectification provides around twice the output voltage (4 times
the power) across a wide range of loads. Hence, Capttery employs
half-wave rectifiers for the receivers.
In practice, Capttery receivers may be mobile, which essentially
requires them to maintain optimal power extraction over varying
C M . Fortunately, the preceding analysis already showed that all
terms related to C M are negligible as C RX ⩾ C 2 ≫ C M . We hence
conclude that Capttery’s RX is inherently invariant across different
environments.

5.2

RL

Multiple Receivers in Capttery

To support simultaneous operation of multiple RX, Capttery’s receiver should maintain power extraction in the presence of other
receivers. From previous sections, we know Capttery RX is invariant against the TX-RX coupling. However, as multiple receivers
create C M 3 between plates of different RX (in addition to the C M 1
and C M 2 between TX and the 2 RX, as shown in Fig. 9), Capttery
RX must be invariant against such new RX-RX coupling. We will
show that the coupling between RX-RX is weaker than the TX-RX
coupling and thus negligible, as long as the receivers are not densely
co-located. We then verify through simulation that the presence of
the multiple RX does not decrease the amount of available power
in the first place.
We first observe that RX-RX coupling via C M 3 would be much
weaker than the TX-RX coupling. Although the distance between
RXs can be much smaller than the TX-RX distance, their size and
plate area are also much smaller. More importantly, the voltage
across the RX plates would be a fraction of VT X , as RX only taps
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P6
CM2

P2

Figure 9: The 2 RX case.

a small voltage from the electrical field. As a result, we expect the
coupling between different RX to be negligible as well unless they
come extremely close and C M 3 becomes large due to extremely
short distances.
However, another question arises: would the multiple RX need
to share the available power? To understand this issue, we run
a simulation with 2 RX, where 1 RX is fixed at the center and
the second moves around the entire horizontal plane. We then
subtract the power transferred to the fixed RX from the value when
it was alone. Our simulation results show that contrary to common
intuition that very close receivers can hamper performance, in the
multiple RX case the power transfer to individual RX increases. The
power gain, in general, doesn’t follow a particular trend. However,
as it always increases power transfer, we conclude that Capttery
allows adding RX in a plug-and-play manner without harming
power transfer.
Note that Capttery does not break the law of physics — energy is
still conserved in the case of multiple RX. The coupling between TX
and RX will introduce additional current in the TX’s voltage gain
stage (Sec. 4) via C M . However, this current is small when compared
to the current ordinarily present inside the stage (as CG ≫ C M )
and does not affect its operation. In the case of a vast number of RX,
however, such current will eventually sum up and require the TX
to automatically adapt for more power, which we leave for future
work.

6

ACCURATE POWER MEASUREMENT

Before we get to experimental evaluation, we need to point out
one caveat: unlike power measurement in short-range wireless
power transfer systems, such measurement in long-range CPT can
be deceptive and make the power appear much higher than it really
is! The reason is that measurement instruments can create side
paths that have much lower impedance than the C M , and make the
power transfer appear to be orders of magnitude higher than its
actual value.
To see why this happens, we discuss the following three situations. Fig. 10(a) depicts the first situation, i.e., straight-forward
single-ended measurement. Here the probe of an instrument (e.g.,
oscilloscope) is directly connected to the load. However, the reference point also needs to be connected, which grounds the load,
introduces a direct path from the TX to the RX via ground, and
inevitably increases the power transfer beyond its true value. To
avoid such ground connection, Fig. 10(b) shows a differential measurement scheme, where the probe measures the voltage of both
terminals of the load w.r.t. ground. Unfortunately, the input capacitance of the probe (to the ground) again creates additional paths.
For example, the high impedance oscilloscope probe we use [5]
has 15 pF input capacitance, which, albeit being extremely small,
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is an order of magnitude larger than C M . Thus, power from this
side path completely masks the real power transfer. The last case
in Fig. 10(c) shows floating measurement, where an instrument
such as multimeter is connected to the load without grounding
itself. However, the size of such instruments is usually large, which
effectively adds a third RX plate and once again increases power
transfer.
To obtain the actual power transfer, we designed a small-formfactor power monitor (Fig. 11) to measure the load voltage. Prior to
use, we calibrate its voltage measurements against a multimeter [2].
During experiments, it displays the voltage VL across a known
load R L in the RX. Then, the power delivered can be computed
as P L = VL2 /R L . As the monitor has to work regardless of power
transfer, we power it with a coin cell battery. The monitor has an
area much smaller than the RX plates and will not affect power
transfer significantly. Further, the same PCB has both a receiver
and the power meter bundled together.

7

IMPLEMENTATION

To evaluate the performance of long-range CPT in real environments, we implemented an end-to-end test setup as shown in Fig. 12.
The room in Fig. 12(a) has more space and is used for long-range
experiments, whereas the lab in Fig. 12(b) is crowded with metal

Transmitter

Our transmitter consists of a high-frequency half-bridge inverter,
an LCLC matching network, and 2 transmitter plates. The inverter
takes DC power from a supply [10] and converts it to a square
wave. Inside the inverter, a microcontroller (MCU) outputs the desired frequency to the half-bridge drivers, which drive 2 high-speed
MOSFET switches to supply the matching network with a square
wave of around 1 MHz. Note that unlike full-bridge inverters, the
half-bridge inverter’s output has a DC component which the LCLC
matching network will block. In practice, errors in the component
values of the matching network and stray capacitances in the environment will make the resonance frequency deviate from the
designed value. Considering the high Q-factor of the resonant loop,
the frequency should be tunable in steps of a few kHz. To do this,
the MCU divides its internal 48-MHz oscillator with a timer to
generate a variety of frequencies. However, the divisor must be
an integer, which limits the resolution to ~20 kHz. We thus use
software to trim the oscillator directly, which has a granularity
of ~67 kHz [50] and translates to a ~1.4 kHz step when divided to
1 MHz. As the trimming range is limited, we combine it with the
timer. This allows the inverter to cover 600 kHz – 1.4 MHz range
with better than 2 kHz resolution.
For the LCLC matching network (Fig. 6), we first design the
parameters according to Sec. 4. To achieve reasonable power consumption while making the transmitter invariant of environmental
changes, we set CT 2 to 50 pF, which should generate 3 kV at 1 A
current. The capacitor is implemented by putting 2, 3-kV 100 pF lowtemperature-coefficient capacitors in series. Consequently, LT 2 is
around 500 µH. For stability across temperature and current density,
we build LT 1 and LT 2 as air-core inductors. Tests on an LCR meter [6] shows that LT 2 ’s Q value is around 120; hence the resistance
R LC is ~26 Ω. Accordingly, we target our matching network for
PG = 30 W at VS = 30 V, which gives LT 1 = 10.2 µH, CT1 = 4.15 nF,
and LT 2 = 475 µH. Later in the experiments, we found that the lab
environment imposes a stray capacitance of around 60 pF to the
plates, which remains stable as long as the transmitter is not moved.
We hence reduced LT 2 to 240 µH. We subsequently ran simulations
to find out minimum voltage ratings for each component. It turns
out that voltage over CT 1 is around 90 V. We thus use capacitors
rated at 200 V to form CT 1 . The actual components have value
LT 1 = 10.3 µH, CT1 = 4.3 nF, LT 2 = 238 µH, and CT 2 = 52.3 pF due
to unavoidable error. The whole TX is shown in Fig. 13.
Finally, we use 2 plastic poster boards of 60 cm × 90 cm size
covered by heavy-duty aluminum kitchen foil as the transmitter
3 As Sec. 8.1 will show, such crowded space (which potentially mimics some living environments)

may degrade Capttery’s performance.
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plates. The plates are mounted vertically with the 60 cm side being
horizontal. The output of the TX matching network is feed to the
center of the plate through a 22AWG multi-stranded wire taped on
the plate. Our experiments show that the location of the feed point
does not affect power transfer significantly.
To measure the output voltage VT X , we build a full-wave rectifier
with 8 1-kV diodes. We put 2 of them in series for each arm of the
rectifier4 . The output is then divided by 1000× with resistors. We did
not directly use a resistor divider on the AC input as at 1 MHz the
parasitics of practical resistors severely distort the voltage division.
At runtime, we use a multimeter [2] to measure the divided VT X .

7.2

Power Monitor

Powergood
LED

Receiver

Our receivers (Fig. 14) consist of plates, a matching network, a
rectifier, and the load.
Kitchen foil and cardboard boxes of various sizes are used to
construct receiver plates. In Sec. 8, we denote the box size in the
form of L × W × H , where L ⩾ W and H is the separation between
the plates. For our receiver sizes the self-capacitance C 2 (Fig. 4) is
in the range of 1 – 10 pF as measured on [6].
On the other hand, we connect 2 inductors to each plate, so
that the circuit is fully symmetric and the inductance is doubled.
In this way, the RX should always have the same reception when
flipped around, and the doubled inductance allows us to use smaller
inductors. We use a few different inductors in the receiver matching network to explore the impact of different inductance and Q
factors. Some of them are commercial inductors, and others are
made in-house with ferrite cores. We measured their parameters
at 1 MHz with [6] and summarized them in Table 1. In addition to
the plates’ self-capacitance, we use a combination of fixed capacitors and trimmers to provide capacitance. The trimmer allows the
receiver to adjust to different frequencies and compensate for component errors when the receiver circuits are connected to different
sets of plates.
We further use 2 Schottky diodes to form half-wave rectifiers.
Finally, the rectifier output is connected to a 1/2 W variable resistor,
which acts as the load. The resistor is adjusted to the desired value
R L , verified with a multimeter [2] before each experiment.

4 At runtime, we found each diode withstood ~1.45 kV voltage, which limits V
T X to 2.89 kV.

Table 1: Inductor parameters.

7.3

#

Model

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Murata 82474C
Bourns 9250A-474RC
Bourns 9250A-105RC
Core of Bourns 5900
Core of Bourns 5900
Ferronics 11-261-K
Ferronics 11-261-K

Winding Wire/
Inductance
Q
Form-factor
Approx. # of Turns
(µH)
Factory
475
47 Surface Mount
Factory
469
106 Small Axial
Factory
992
96
Small Axial
38AWG/130
620
180 Large Axial
40AWG/160
1030
160 Large Axial
30AWG/60
333
150
Toroid
30AWG/72
478
150
Toroid

Showcase Applications

We build two showcase applications to demonstrate the potential of
mW-level wireless power. The first is a Bluetooth Low-energy (BLE)
sensing station. It is based on the Thunderboard Sense, which offers
motion, ambient light, ultraviolet, temperature, relative humidity,
and barometric sensors. Besides, it features an analog microphone,
whose output is amplified and processed on-board to form a single
ambient noise level number. The results are sent via BLE to the
unmodified Thunderboard Sense Android App running on a commercial off-the-shelf smartphone. We enabled the low-power mode
in the firmware, which disables the gas sensor and RGB LEDs. Further, we connected the power input to an energy harvester whose
output is set to 2.5 V. The harvester has a 33 µF storage capacitor,
which is insufficient for the start-up process of the Thunderboard
Sense, despite that after starting up the power consumption is
merely ~2 mW (measured with [9]). We hence added a delayed start
circuit with an 82 kΩ resistor and a 2.2 µF capacitor. The delayed
start circuit takes the power-good signal from the harvester and
turns on a MOSFET switch only after enough charge has been
collected.
The other application is an ultra-wideband (UWB) ranging/localization tag. We pack a commercial UWB module (requires
3.3 V), an ultra-low-power MCU, and an energy harvester on a tiny
PCB. The MCU runs the ranging protocol at 16 MHz CPU speed
and down-clocks to 131 kHz during inactive periods. We ported the
TREK1000 [12] firmware to the MCU, and it works with unmodified
TREK1000 anchors. The channel and bit rate are hard-coded to 2 and
6.8 Mbps, respectively. We further modify the firmware such that it
wakes up the tag only when the harvester asserts the power-good
signal. When power is sufficient, the tag does 2-way ranging with
3 or 4 anchors at 10 Hz rate, and the power consumption is ~5 mW
measured by [9]. Since the tag has a peak power consumption of
over 440 mW, we use a relatively large storage capacitor of 330 µF.
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Figure 16: Power vs. distance under fixed VT X : (a) move both plates; (b) Figure 17: Power vs. distance under fixed field
move active plate; (c) move ground plate.
strength, for (a) short and (b) long distances.

8

EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate the performance of Capttery under
various conditions through single-receiver experiments. We then
explore the interaction/interference between receivers. Finally, we
demonstrate the performance of the showcase applications.
Our major findings are as follows:
• Capttery can deliver 1 – 10 mW of power wirelessly while
conforming to the safety limit, with plates as small as 5 cm
× 6 cm, and for a range up to 4.4 m;
• Capttery allows adding receivers in a plug-and-play manner
without a significant decrease in power transfer, and with
10 RX it can deliver a total of 26.5 mW at 1.9 m distance;
• Capttery is able to power real-world computation and communication loads with standard protocols.
Unless otherwise noted, the experiments were conducted in the
lab shown in Fig. 12(b) and the following parameters were used:
electrical field strength of around 600 Vrms /m (850 Vpeak /1.7 kVP-P ),
which translates to 1.615 kVpeak at 1.9 m distance between TX
plates; the receivers are centered between the 2 TX plates; the
lower edges of the TX plates are 0.86 m off the ground; and the
stand for RX is 1.09 m in height. The RX circuits are placed next
to the gap of the 2 RX plates, much like the showcase scenarios
in Fig. 15. We define the horizontal direction perpendicular to the
plates as the axial direction, and the horizontal direction parallel to
the plates as the lateral direction. For each measurement, we take 5
readings and plot the standard deviation as error bars (which are
usually insignificant).

8.1

Profiling a Single Capttery Receiver

Range.
We first evaluate how distance affects the power transfer under
fixed VT X = 1.6 kVpeak . We consider three different cases: the distance between the RX and both TX plates are varied symmetrically,
only the active TX plate is moved, and only the ground TX plate
is moved. For each case, we try 3 receivers with inductors #1, #2,
and #7 (see Table 1), all of which are around 470 µH, and the loads
are 1.2 kΩ, 800 Ω, and 800 Ω, respectively. All the receivers use
16 × 16 × 4 cm plates. Also, Fig. 16(a) includes the conventional
CPT case, where the collocated TX plates are separated by 0.7 m,
while the RX plates are separated by 10 cm (edge-to-edge). Note
that for this configuration, larger separation within TX/RX plates
leads to higher power transfer (Sec. 3). Fig. 16(a) clearly shows that
at long distances, Capttery’s architecture provides much higher
power transfer than the conventional one. We also see that power

transfer increases as distance shortens, which is expected. However, from Fig. 16(b) and (c) we notice one interesting trend: the
ground plate does not affect power transfer nearly as much as the
active plate. We hypothesize that this is due to grounded metal objects
around the setup. On the one hand, they will prevent the electric
field from being constant between TX plates; on the other hand,
they also couple with the RX and decrease the dependency on the
ground plate.
We then keep the average field strength constant at the humansafe 600 Vrms /m (850 Vpeak ) level for short and long distances.
Wall-plug power taken by TX ranges from 0.9 W at 0.8 m to 12.7
W at distances greater than 3.4 m, at which point the TX reaches
its maximum voltage of 2.89 kVpeak limited by rectifiers in the
measurement circuit. The long-range experiment is conducted in
an empty and more spacious room as shown in Fig. 12(a), where
no metal objects are present to provide additional ground plates.
The TX plates are 0.88 m above the ground, whereas RX is at 1.01
m height. For the long-distance experiment, we use two different
receivers: one uses high-Q inductor #4, 800 Ω load, and 20×20×5 cm
plates; the other uses inductor #1 with lower Q, 1.2 kΩ load, and
16 × 16 × 4 cm plates (the same as short-distance). In the shortdistance setup, we see RX with inductor #1 has power ~2 mW at 1.9
m distance, as shown in Fig. 16(a), but in the empty room, Fig. 17
shows that power transfer at 2 m distance is ~5 mW. This suggests
that our hypothesis is correct. Note that stray ground coupling does
not generate heat as opposed to the case of IPT, even if the object
is close to the TX. However, the building’s structure inevitably
contains grounded steel structures, which shunt the electric field
and shorten the power transfer range. In our long-range experiment
shown in Fig. 17(b), the high-Q, large-plate RX can get over 1 mW
power for up to 4.4 m, while the low-Q, small-plate RX gets below
1 mW before reaching 3.6 m. Further, we replicate the setup in
ANSYS simulations for a distance of up to 10 m. Our results show
that the power transfer is above 1 mW for up to 5.5 m, and reduces to
0.3 mW at 10 m, which matches our experiments. Overall, Capttery
delivers mW-level power with a range of up to 4.4 m.
Impact of RX Location.
To understand the coverage of Capttery, we keep the TX plates
fixed and move the RX away from the center point on either the
axial or lateral axis. The RX uses inductor #4 and 16 × 16 × 4 cm
plates. Fig. 18 shows that power transfer increases sharply as the
RX approaches the active plate, which again indicates stray ground
coupling. Meanwhile, the power transfer along the lateral direction
is slightly asymmetrical. The TX plate is close to a wall with metal
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Figure 18: Spatial coverage: (a) axial displacement; (b) lateral dis- Figure 19: Impact of RX
height.
placement.
objects on the left side, as shown by Fig. 12(b), which may have
lowered the power transfer on the left side. We also notice height
does not change the trend, but at 0.92 m height, the RX is facing
the lower edge of the TX plates and the power drops slightly.
Note that although the plate width is 24 inches or 60 cm, the
half-power range on the lateral direction is around 80 cm, and over
a 1.3 m range the power delivered is more than 1 mW. This means
the coverage of Capttery extends well beyond the area covered by the
TX plates, and it does not need to wrap the whole room in metal as
in [18].
Meanwhile, we also vary the height of the RX (with inductor #2
and the same plates), where TX’s lower edge is 0.9 m above the floor.
We then lowered the TX to 0.5 m and repeated the experiments.
Results in Fig. 19 show similar trends to the lateral case. However,
after the TX is lowered by 0.4 m, the 10 µW point is only lowered
by ~0.2 m, which indicates that the floor may have distorted the
electric field. Nevertheless, with a TX-to-floor distance of 0.5 m,
milliwatt power transfer can be achieved 25 cm above the floor.
Impact of RX Plate Size and Separation.
To see how the size of the RX affects its power reception, we
test power transfer with square RX plates of different area and
separation. We first take a 20 × 20 × 5 cm RX and trim it down.
Note that smaller area yields lower self-capacitance, which means a
larger inductance can be used. For all areas, we use inductor #4 and
#7 with 800 Ω load. Inductor #5 only works with smaller plates and
is tested with 4 kΩ load. It has the highest inductance but lowest
Q among the three. From Fig. 20 we see that the power transfer
grows linearly with RX plate area (note both axes are logarithmic).
Since C M increases linearly with the area as well, this suggests
that power transfer increases linearly with C M . With lower areas
we have lower power transfer, but also higher inductance, which
compensates the power transfer loss to some degree. Although the
trend shows that tiny devices at millimeter-scale may not get milliwatt power transfer, with a small area of 30 cm2 Capttery can still
provide milliwatts of power with the help of higher inductance. We
believe that Capttery RX can be made reasonably small (a few cm3 )
with proper design.
Meanwhile, Sec. 3 indicates that C M and thus power transfer
should increase with the distance between RX plates. We use 3
different boxes with 16 × 16 cm plates, separated by 4/4.5/5 cm.
Results in Fig. 21 show that power transfer indeed increases with RX
plate separation.
Finally, to explore how to arrange RX plates on a fixed volume,
we take a small box of 10×6×5 cm (300 cm3 ) size and use 3 different
opposing faces as RX plates, i.e., put the 5-cm, 6-cm, and the 10-cm
side along the axial direction. We use inductor #1 (2 in series for
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rangement for fixed RX volume.
each plate) with 1.4 kΩ load, and inductor #3 and #5 with 800 Ω
load. In every case, the inductance sums up to about 2 mH. Fig. 22
shows that the power transfer is somewhat similar for the same
inductor, and does not increase monotonically when the longer
side is in the axial direction. Since C M increases linearly with both
area and plate separation, this trend may vary depending on the
exact geometry of the RX. Nevertheless, these results suggest that
Capttery’s power transfer is relatively insensitive to the way that RX
plates are placed.
Impact of Orientation.
We hypothesize that the RX will get no power transfer when
it is parallel to the electric field, as the potential on the 2 plates
would be equal. To verify this, we rotate one RX (16 × 16 × 4 cm,
inductor #4, 8 kΩload) around its vertical center axis, where 0◦
refers to the direction parallel to the TX plates. From Fig. 23 we
can see that the power indeed goes to 0 when the RX plates are
perpendicular to the TX plates. The pattern roughly follows the
shape of the cosine function, which suggests that the power transfer
can be approximated by defining an effective RX cross-section
A′RX = ARX cos θ , where θ is the angle from the normal position
and ARX is the receiver area.
This kind of sensitivity towards angle creates a blind zone for
CPT. However, the problem can be solved in 2 ways: by adding
patches of plates on all six surfaces of a cubic RX and then using
multiple receiver networks like a multi-phase transmission line
system, or by having multiple orthogonal TX which operate in a
multiplexed fashion. The total power received should become more
stable across different orientations. We leave such design for future
exploration.
Robustness.
To test the robustness of our system against user interaction
(e.g. touch and blocking), we walk across the area between TX and
RX, then blocked/touched RX plates (16 × 16 × 4 cm RX, inductor
#4) with our hands. For the safety of the tester, we lowered VT X to
800 V, which corresponds to ~300 Vrms /m. In Fig. 24, “Normal” is the
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distribution.

8.2

Multi-RX Performance

Impact of Spatial Distribution.
To understand the interaction between different receivers, we
first put 3 RXs together in simple configurations, spreading them out
along either the axial or lateral direction. All the RXs use inductor #1
and 16×16×4 cm plates. Fig. 26 indicates that when the receivers are
put together in the axial direction, power transfer to each receiver
actually increases. This trend matches our ANSYS simulation, where
we try up to 5 RXs with different spacing. We hypothesize that
this results from the reduced effective distance between the TX
and RX, as there are more and more metal plates between them.
Meanwhile, when RXs are put together in the lateral direction in
close proximity, their power transfer will slightly decrease. After we
increase the spacing, however, some of the RXs again see increased
power. Overall, the presence of multiple RXs does not harm power
transfer significantly.
Heterogeneous Receivers.
We further tightly pack 10 RXs in a 51 cm × 38 cm space as shown
in Fig. 27. The tight spacing ensures that the RXs interfere with
each other more than in the normal use cases. These receivers have
different inductors and plates sizes as shown in Table 2. We can
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Figure 27: Layout and power transfer of 10 RX.
Table 2: Receivers in Fig. 27.
#

Plate
Size (cm)

A
B
C
D
E

16 × 16 × 4
16 × 16 × 4
16 × 16 × 4
20 × 20 × 5
20 × 20 × 5

Inductor Load (Ω)
#1
#7
#2
#1
#1

1200
800
800
1200
1200

#

Plate
Size (cm)

F 20 × 20 × 5
G 20 × 12 × 4.5
H 22 × 15 × 7
I
10 × 6 × 5
J
10 × 5 × 6

Inductor Load (Ω)
#1
#4
#2
#3
#5

1200
800
800
1000
1000

20

60 cm

case without disturbance, while in “Block GND/Active” the tester
stands between the RX and grounded/active TX plates, respectively.
In “Touch GND/Active”, the tester touches the RX plate facing the
grounded/active TX plates, respectively, while in “Pinch”, the tester
holds the RX by touching both RX plates with the same hand. From
Fig. 24 we can see that blocking the active TX plate causes the power
transfer to decrease while blocking the grounded side generates extra
ground coupling and increases power transfer. However, pinching
(thus shunting) the RX causes power transfer to diminish. We also
hold the RX by hand instead of putting it on the stand shown in
Fig. 12. When we stand between the RX and the grounded TX plate,
power transfer increases by over 70%. However, when we stand
between the RX and the active TX plate, power transfer drops by
nearly 80%, which follows the trends of cases (b) and (c) in Fig. 24.
Hence, making Capttery more robust still poses a challenge for
future work (Sec. 10).
In addition, we characterize the effects of metal objects by placing
different boxes wrapped in aluminum foil, with the same plates
and inductor #2 under normal VT X . From Fig. 25 we can see that
these metal objects have negligible effects when placed near the
TX plates and cause an increase in power transfer when placed
near the RX, as long as they do not shunt the RX. In the case where
the metal object shunts the RX, it can be expected that the power
transfer would diminish like the case (h) in Fig. 24.
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Figure 28: Layout and simulated power transfer for 10 RX.
see that depending on location and receiver characteristics, they
demonstrate different trends. However, nearly all of them have
power transfer greater than 1 mW when put together. We also run
a series of ANSYS simulations with RXs of different characteristics
evenly spaced out over a larger space, as shown in Fig. 28. We found
that when the spacing between the RXs is less than the scale of the
RX, the power transfer tends to decrease, while the power transfer is
likely to increase when the receivers are spaced further apart. This
matches our observation in Sec. 5.2, where RX remains tuned until
C 1 becomes comparable to RX’s self-capacitance. Thus, we conclude
that with a moderate number of IoT devices in similar sizes, RX can
be added in a plug-and-play manner without negatively affecting
each other, as long as the spacing is larger than the device size.

8.3

Showcase Applications

To show how Capttery would benefit real-world applications, we
connect our RX with a BLE sensing station and a UWB ranging
tag5 . We then profile the power reception and performance. In both
cases, we use 20 × 20 × 5 cm plates. The distance between TX plates
remains 1.9 m, but as power transfer increases when RX moves
5 Video for the UWB ranging tag can be found at https://youtu.be/TW976W7BOLU.

toward the active TX plate (Sec. 8.1), we move our showcase setup
in that direction until it starts up.
BLE Sensing Station.
The BLE sensing station runs stock firmware that is not
harvester-aware. As a result, its startup process is energy-intensive.
We had to move the RX to within 0.7 m of the active plate before it
started working. However, once started up, the harvester is able
to collect nearly 12 V voltage on its storage capacitor regardless
of workload, as the average power consumption is much lower.
The readings from the sensors are reliably updated roughly once
every 2 seconds in the App. This demonstrates that our system
can support both standard BLE communication and simple signal
processing for computing sensor values (Sec. 7).
UWB Ranging Tag.
The RX for the UWB tag uses inductor #7. Thanks to our
harvester-aware firmware, the system starts easily more than 1 m
away from the active plate. However, the ranging update rate will
vary depending on the power received. The wirelessly-powered
tag reaches its full 10 Hz update rate at 0.89 m away from the active plate, where it would consume about 5 mW on average. As
the location moves away from the active plate, ranging frequency
and collected voltage decrease. Eventually, at 1.04 m the harvester
cannot collect enough energy to restart the tag. Considering that
some IoT Wi-Fi solutions have power consumption similar to UWB,
our system should also be able to power standard Wi-Fi communication.
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RELATED WORKS

Capttery presents the first human-safe continuous milliwatt-level
power transfer at multiple meters of distance, enabling smart and
intelligent devices. Capttery’s CPT approach is compared with other
technologies in Table 3. We briefly discuss each of the technologies
listed in the table.
Inductive Power Transfer (IPT).
IPT uses one or multiple coils to transfer power through magnetic fields [34]. Recent works on IPT [3, 30, 40] and industry standards [57] are evolving for better performance. However, IPT inherently suffers from the presence of conductors in the air gap
due to eddy currents [23], which reduce power transfer and cause
unexpected heating [37]. Despite years of research, the latest commercial IPT systems still suffer from the problem [51]. Besides, the
range of IPT is still less than a meter. Therefore, IPT is extensively
used by smartphones, toothbrushes, and other devices that can be
placed in proximity to the charger [13]. In general, IPT has a limited
range proportional to the coil’s diameter due to the closed nature
of magnetic fields. Capttery’s fundamental advantage over IPT is
that electric fields are open in nature and therefore can provide a
longer range.
Quasistatic Cavity Resonance (QSCR).
QSCR works by creating quasi-static magnetic fields within a
room, which is enclosed by a metal cage, to transfer power wirelessly to all receiving devices within that cavity [17, 18]. QSCR
works in near-field instead of far-field by creating standing waves
that fill the resonant cavity with a uniform strength [16, 47]. This
method achieves much longer distance than traditional IPT and

is generally human-safe. Unfortunately, like IPT, QSCR also carries energy through oscillating magnetic fields, which cause eddy
current losses [18, 25]. Nevertheless, such technology can deliver
watts of power over meters of distance for rooms with metallic
walls and ceilings. However, these requirements would preclude
outside wireless signals, such as cellular networks. In contrast, Capttery’s experimental environment is filled with large metal shelves
and instruments with metal casings, some of which are in close
proximity to the setup, as shown in 12(b). In addition, Capttery’s
coverage extends beyond the physical size of the plates, so covering
the room with metal is unnecessary.
Far-field RF for Power.
Far-field RF (including RFID) is an appealing candidate for WPT
as it can be transmitted and received using the same set of hardware used for wireless communication. Nonetheless, in reality, the
power received follows the inverse square law for path loss and
is extremely low for IoT applications [33]. Power in human-safe
RF [4, 54] typically drops to less than 60 µW at a few centimeters
of distance from the transmitter, with an omnidirectional antenna.
Also, these power signals interfere with information signals and
degrade the capacity of congested WiFi networks [39]; therefore
RF power can not be a continuous source of power. To alleviate
this issues, in [54], the power beacons are transmitted in silent
periods, and different devices have to wait for corresponding times
to gather sufficient energy for their intended function. To further
extend range, the proposed methods include using relays, high
power beacons, and directional antennas [22, 52]. Several startups
claim to transfer enough power to charge mobile devices across
a typical living room [7, 11], where the RF transmissions exceed
FCC safety limitations and are potentially unsafe for humans. In
contrast, Capttery is human-safe and provides continuous power
transfer of milliwatts that can scale to 10s of devices without any
impact on power delivered to any receiver.
Existing Capacitive Power Transfer (CPT).
Before this work, researchers have explored CPT in the electric
vehicle (EV) charging scenario [38]. The distances were very short
(up to 15 cm), and plate areas were in square meters [36, 37, 58].
As the power involved was in kilowatts, the primary design concern was efficiency, and the field strength was unsafe for humans.
Authors in [32] developed a CPT circuit for USB power transfer,
but the distance is only 0.13 mm, which is equivalent to wired
charging. In [35], authors proposed rotary coupling structures with
cylinders and disks, but they are limited to short range as well. In
[55], researchers uses 13.56 MHz CPT to power wearable devices.
The power delivered is well below 1 mW, and it essentially requires
the human body to have contact with one of the plates. Capttery is
thus the first CPT system we are aware of to reach meters of range.
Other Wireless Power Transfer Methods.
In [28], authors use a high-intensity laser to wirelessly charge
mobile devices, delivering up to 2 W at a range of 12 meters for a
receiver with 100 cm2 area. However, lasers are inherently dangerous as even a 1 µs exposure to a watt-level laser beam is enough
to do extensive damage to sensitive eye tissues. Due to this issue,
complicated tracking and safeguarding mechanisms are mandatory [28]. Furthermore, the system cannot sidestep blockage issues,
and scaling to multiple RX is non-trivial. In [19], an ultrasonically
powered implant is proposed. The implant is able to harvest energy

Table 3: Comparison between various wireless power transfer (WPT) systems.
Continuous Power
Underlying Tech
# Devices End-to-end Efficiency
Delivery
IPT [30, 34, 48, 57] 1 W total at 0.5 m
6
< 40% at 0.5 m
RF & RFID [39, 54]

6.3 µW at 6.41 m

Scalable

< 0.001% at 0.5 m

Laser [28]
Ultrasonic[19, 44]
Cavity Resonance
[16–18, 47]

2 W at 4.3 m
1 mW at 0.03 m

1-to-1
Scalable

10% – 20%
~0.2% at 0.1 m

5 W at 2.5 m

Scalable

20% – 50%

CPT (this work)

1 mW at 4.4 m

Scalable

up to 0.74% at 1.9 m

Other Inherent Limitations

Special Infrastructure

Metal blockage, eddy current loss

Multiple coils, detectors

Interference to data communication
LoS requirement
Low range and blockage
Block outside wireless signal,
eddy current loss
High E-field near grounded metal objects
Blocked by shunting

with up to 10 cm distance, but the power quickly degrades to µW
level. Recently, a startup “ubeam” has proposed to charge mobile
phones using sound waves, but the company has never shown a
fully working prototype [26]. In general, sound waves require unobstructed paths and have high absorption rates in air, and are thus
unsuitable for long-range power delivery.
Energy Harvesting and Scavenging.
Energy harvesting and scavenging have been a hot topic, which
promises to power billions of wireless IoT nodes at little additional
cost. Heliomote, a sensor node powered from outdoor solar energy,
can harvest at a power density of 15 mW/cm2 [42]. However, for
indoor lighting, this figure quickly falls to tens of µW/cm2 [43].
AmbiMax is powered by both wind and solar, which can harvest
50 mW on average if a wind speed of 10 m/s is maintained for
at least 6 hours per day [41]. An ambient RF powered sensing
platform can harvest 60 µW at a range of about 4 km from a VHF
or UHF TV tower [46], as the tower typically transmits at multiples
of kilowatts. A piezoelectric power generator is designed in [49],
which can harvest 108 µW power after applying periodic stress.
Similarly, thermoelectric power of 40 µW/cm3 can be extracted
from a heat gradient of 10◦ C [42]. However, all of these energy
sources occur intermittently, which makes them unreliable and
difficult to sustain in practice.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Efficiency. The current Capttery implementation lacks efficiency
optimization. Most of the energy is wasted in the inductor (LT 2 in
Fig. 6), whose large inductance inevitably leads to tens of ohms of
AC resistance, which converts tens of watts into heat while ~1 A
resonance current is flowing through it. To improve efficiency, we
need to redesign the inductors and explore additional compensation
network topologies. Automatic control schemes that reduce overall
CT 2 can also lower the resonant current, and thus reduce wasted
power. We leave such optimizations for future work.
Safety concerns. Although Capttery ensures that the field strength
does not exceed the safety limit, its active plate does carry high
voltage and is unsafe to touch. However, unlike low-frequency or
DC current that interferes with nerve function and can be fatal, high
AC current at 1 MHz causes heating and damage only in shallow
tissue [14]. One way to circumvent the issue is to put insulation over
the plate, which does not hinder Capttery’s operation. We attached
a 3 × 3 cm2 square of aluminum foil with a piece of a thin insulator
(3 mm) to Capttery’s TX plate, and the other end through a human
body model [31] to the ground. The peak current is 34 mA, which
is perceptible but safe [14]. This current can be further reduced
by using thicker insulation. Meanwhile, under certain conditions

Showcase Scenario

Smartphone Charging
Battery & supercapacitor charging,
High-power RF, high gain antennas
Camera, and Temp sensor
Laser TX, cooling, intrusion detection
Mobile phone charging
Ultrasound TX
Oscilloscope reading
Fully-covered metal room, pole

Mobile charging and 5W table fan

Metal plates, matching networks

BLE sensing station and
UWB ranging tag

larger or grounded metal objects could distort the electric field,
and can cause the field strength to exceed the designed value in
certain places. Future Capttery TX can incorporate sensors and
automated control to mitigate these risks. We also note that at 1
MHz, the electric field does not penetrate the human body very well,
probably due to skin effects and the shielding of conductive tissue.
To verify, we submerged an RX in saline. The RX did not pick up any
power, indicating that the in-body electric field would be very weak
and is unlikely to affect internal organs. However, understanding
the potential long-term health effects of Capttery requires rigorous
clinical study in the future.
Making CPT more robust. During our experiment we noticed
issues such as stray ground coupling and certain human blockage
that reduce power transfer. In addition, with a single set of TX
plates, there will be little to no power transfer for specific RX orientations. While this can be partly mitigated by carefully locating
the TX plates, eventually Capttery needs fundamental solutions to
make it more robust, especially for mobile RX. One of the solutions
might be adding MIMO to the transmitter as in [30]. We leave such
exploration for future work.
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CONCLUSION

Despite decades of research, providing continuous power to IoT
devices remains a challenge. In this paper, we propose Capttery,
which delivers wireless power to multiple IoT devices over a long
range. The fundamental intuition behind Capttery is that, with
an innovative capacitive power transfer architecture, the electric
field can be made invariant over distance. We further design, implement and evaluate a Capttery transmitter and receivers that allow
scalable concurrent operation. Together, we achieved mW-level
power delivery across the room, which is sufficient for powering
communication and computation of IoT devices.
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